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Introduction

While safe management of the full range of normal, operational radio-

active waste has beer, given careful consideration, -uch less ir.ought has

teen given to the eventual decoiEaissionir.g and disposal of nuclear facili-

ties, probably because it seldom has teen or will ce an urger.t proble-i.

Nevertheless, it is a problem that event-aal^ will have to be faced and re-

quires today's decisions and planning in order to avoid costly and compli-

cating ramifications.

Decor.nissionir.T Options

The corner stone for the preparation of a decomni csior.ir.g profTa.ii.-e

for a nuclear facility is Icnox/in.̂  the condition in which the decor.2ÍE3ioried

facility and cite can be left for an extended period or ti:.-c-o The opidona

available x̂ ary from placinc; the plant in a ctar.di.7,- cor.ditio:iT wiih contin-

uing surveillar.ee, through i.icrea-ir.,̂  stages of decorii;an!ir..i-,ior. má ci1;-
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mantling and, ultimately, to complete removal of the facilit;,- end restora-

tion of the site. Obviously, any option raust meet the requirements for

full protection of public health and environment, but the selection of :he

final decoinmissioning situation also is directly influenced by local con-

ditions such as :

- existing legislation (if any)

- future land use of the site

- potentialities offered by neighbouring facilities to assume

long term safety duties like surveillance, monitoring, ultimate VMSU; .-stor-

age, etc»».

The International Atonic Energy Agency (IA2A) held two_meetings in

Vienna in 1973 and 1975i respectively, to consider the vario-as aspects of

decoreissioning nuclear facilities. Each of these meetings resulted in a

publication (1) (2) which suggested that the decoaaissioning options could

be categorized as achieving one of the three following stages of facility

and/or site condition :

- Stage 1 : Locking up with continuing surveillance of radioactive

areas or ;'aothballing"#

- Stage 2 : Collecting and confining all radioactive materials in an

engineered site repository,' allowing a restricted site-

release; also called "entombment", referring to the in-

tegrity of the site repository.

- Stage 3 : Unrestricted site release, requiring the renovai of all

hazardous radioactive material and its disposal elsewhere»

An option encompassing one of the three foregoing stages is convert-

ing the facility to another use, nuclear or even non-nuclear. Nevertheless,

after its usefulness is over the site or facility will have to be placed

in one of the three foregoing stages which possibly might be accomplished

during a subsequent non-nuclear utilization.

Discussions of the dccorainicaionin.T stages will br: found ir; references

(1) and (2). Purthermore, another paper on decommissioning by Clauberraan

and lianion, being presented at a plemr.ary session of this conference,

briefly reviews the decoiiaicsioning stages and surjrcarizes the conclusions

of the two IAEA meetings.
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Docommicsioninr Considerations

Besides the two IAEA meetings, which identified responsibilities and

recommendations regarding the various aspects of decommissioning nuclear

facilities, the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) of the Organization of Economic

Co-operation and Development (OECD) convened an Ad Hoc Group to consider

and report on the objectives, concepts and strategics for the management

of radioactive wastes. The Group has included the decommissioning of nuc-

lear facilities in its considerations. The following factors which should

be weighted and evaluated when considering decommissioning options have

resulted from the foregoing sources.

1. Planned use of the facilities and/or site after deconrîissioning.

2. Resources required for decommissioning, e.g» available work force

and skills.

3. Radiation exposure to the workers.

4. Design, control and disposal of the decomniissioning products to pre-

clude a hazard to public health and safety»

5. Environmental inpact of decommissioning.

6. Costs which include the following components :

- decontamination of equipment and buildings;

- actual dismantling operations;

- subsequent management (especially disposal) of the radio-

active materials;

- radiological protection;

- long tern surveillar.ee of remaining facilities and site; and

- possibly efforts to turn the landscape back to its original

shape.

The two main considerations underlying the above factors are costs

and continuing responsibility for cite restrictions and surveillar.ee. Is

a site really valuable enough, or will it ever be, to bear the costs of

deconsissioning its nuclear facility to Stage 3 or the further costa in-

volved in its complete dismantling? DeconraissioninE large nuclear reactors

and fuel reprocessing plants to Stage 3 could involve tens of millions of

dollars over achieving Stage 2. Probably, the main justification for de-
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commissioning such structures to Stage 3 would be that there is no other

suitable way to overcome their radiological hazards» On the other hand,

hign annual costu of maintaining continuing curveillancc and security on

a facility and site, or a lack of confidence in its continuation, could

load to the decision of placing them in an unrestricted condition.

The potential movement ar.d the disposal of the radioactive materials

likely to arise from the decommissioning to Stage 3 of large nuclear facil-

ities also nake this operation rather unattractive, but not impossible.

This aspect further emphasises that, prior to any decision to decommission

a nuclear facility to Stage 3, there should be a complete evaluation of

the environmental impact, risks and hasards of going to unrestricted site

access as opposed to some form of restricted site release or "entombment".

Realistically, large nuclear facilities such as power plants or re-

processing plants, along with their associated waste management operations

should be designed or/and located with "entombment" in mind. In nore general

terms, it must be said that one should not overlook the decor-missioning

inplications when siting a nuclear facility.

There are two logical, sequential stages of decommissioning which

should be considered. They are "aothballing" for a finite time followed

either by "entombment" or by decontarainating to unrestricted use or dis-

mantling. Both sequential stages could become significantly less costly,

and offer nuch less potential personnel exposure and risks after a time

period to allow decay of the residual radioactivity instead of proceeding

directly to a stage of site release. The optimum delay period will have

to be determined for each decommissioning case and is a function of the

isotopes involved, their concentrations and distribution, the benefits to

the decommissioning operations resulting from the delay and the surveil-

lance costs during the interim period. One of the foregoing secr-iential

stages of decommissioning could "be very attractive for a multinuclear fa-

cility site since there the costs of monitoring and securing a "mothballed"

facility would be incremental to the overall costs of the site smd be re-

latively small as compared with handling an isolated facility.

Tr.e reliability of continuing financial and operating responsibilities

for surveillance ar.u security of a decommissioned nuclear facility, cspc-
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L

cially for Stage 1, ever long période of time is always open to question.

This question also extend:; to whoever eventually will be responsible for

and perform any further dccor.Eiiocionir.g and site restoration. Despite all

current evidence of having long-tora responsibility, one cannot predict the

attitude and financial condition of a commercial organisation several de-

cades hence. It appears unrealistic to assume the continuing existence

of any coKr.ercial organisation. Consequently, it would .seen that this con-

tinuing responsibility sr.culd reside with appropriate public authorities

who also would be responsible for any further decorjiissioning.

Deco~-T.lssionir.r Responsibilities

The responsibilities involved for decomissioning are distributed raain-

ly between the operators and/or owners of the facility on the or.e hand and

the public authorities on the othei- - in many respects, similar to the dis-

tribution already established for the erection cf nuclear facil i t ies. The

operators and/or owners hau? to assune the technical and financial aspects

of the tasks. The public authorities have to define the decoraissioned

state and enforce the standards, cainly in relation to safety, public

health, a.-ui long-term inanagftnent of thf radioactive v;aste resulting from the

decocr.issionir.g operations. Further-ore, a decorjniscionod facility or

site can involve long-torn responsibilities. It has been suggested that

a public organisation having these iong-tera responsibilities could be

similar to, or even combined with, one having similar responsibilities ir.

the field of radioactive waste aanagenent.

Following is a suraiation of the responsibilities involving decoiznis-

sioning that have been identified at the IAEA meetings and by the N2A Ad

Hoc Group.

For the operator ar.d/or owner of the nuclear facility :

(a) An analysis of the potential docoirJTiissioning problems early enough so

th.it they can be taken into account during design, construction and

operating stages.

(b) Tr.c preparation of the doconmissioning programe, including the esti-

mated costs, V7or:c docunentation, scheduling of tas;;s, evaluation of

the required technical ar.d financial resources, confirmation of de-
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commissioning plans and work during plant construction and design, pe-

riodic updating of the decommissioning progranime during the plant's

lifetime and probably organization of the work for the decommissioning

operations.

(c) The initiatior. ar.d completion of the necessary negotiations and arrange-

ments with the public authorities, including the estimated financial

provisions for decommissioning and any subsequent curveillar.ee.

(d) A continuing effort to keep the construction and technical records of

the plant up-dated (drawings, modifications, photo-files, technical

specifications, operating logs, especially for any contamination inci-

dents) so that they are available for the implementation of any decom-

missioning (or dismantling; programme.

(e) The use of good housekeeping and good operating practices in maintaining

a clean, decontaminated facility.

(f) The taking into account the decommissioning ratifications of any modi-

fications»

(g-) The performance of the decommissioning operations to the extent required

by the public authorities.

(h) The provision of complete health and safety monitoring services as long

as he or his contractors perfora the decoTnnissionirig work.

(i) The s-urveillance and security of the decommissioned facility to the

extent required by the public authorities.

For the public authorities who, on their side, should develop and de-

fine for those concerned with the construction and operation of nuclear fa-

cilities the following guidance or criteria :

(a) The stage and extent of decommissioning required for the facility at

the end of its useful life.

(b) The standards determining the decommissioning stage applicable to each

nuclear installation.

(c) The safety, public health and environmental protection criteria to bo

adopted during and after the decommissioning.

(d) The financial arrangements required to cover the estimated decommission-

ing and any continuing surveillance costs.
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(e) The arrangement;; whi h will be offered to the facility operators and/or

owners to assure, technically, financially and administrâtivoly, the

disposal of the radioactive waste produced by the decoramiásioning, its

specifications, and how any required long-tern surveillance of the de-

commissioned facility and/or site and disposal areas will be handled.

Furthermore, they sM-jId, of course, review and approve the envisaged

decommissioning programme prior to operation of the facility.

Docoraissionir.f; Experience

The decommissioning experience to date relates nainly to smaller re-

search reactors, prototypes, and pilot plants. The problems of decommis-

sioning large plants are similar but differ in their magnitude. Experience

related to decommissioning accumulates also from the current operation and

maintenance of nuclear facilities. These operations are providing much

expertise in the execution of work in areas of high contamination and/or

radiation levels, along with the development of suitable tools and tech-

niques, including radiation protection devices and measures»

Let us now briefly revisw the experience gained at the 2urochemic

plant in its decommissioning programme and its execution of the first stage,

namely the initial decontamination of the process equipment and cells.

The decommissioning stage to be reached by the 3urochemic facilities

has been determined in co-operation with the Belgian Licencing Authorities.

It can be outlined as follows :

- the buildings must bo : - decontaminated to an extent allowing them to

stand without permanent safety and monitoring

equipment requiring maintenance;

- close to prevent unauthorised access; and

- sealed where required if conta.Tiir.ated equipment

is stored ir. then.

iÎÏ'j'ui ~"a=t *>•* : - decontaminated and dismantled to the extent of

allowing fulfilment of the conditions imposed

for the buildings; and
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- conditioned to allow possible retrieval at a

later date, without new conditioning or decon-

tamination actions»

- the nonitorinr- and surveillance requirements must bo : similar to those

required for the surface storage facili t ies erected on the site to house

medium and high level, radioactive solid wastes.

As a matter of fact, the decommissioning stage drawn up for the 2uro-

chemic facilities corresponds to Stage 2 "Restricted Site Release" described

above with provisions allowing to nove, at a later date, towards Stage 3

"Unrestricted Site Release".

The decommissioning programme planned on the above basis includes three

main phases, namely :

- cleaning and decontamination

- equipment dismantling

- conditioning and storage of the resulting wasteso

The cleaning and decontamination phase has been itself subdivided into

four steps :

- step A : emptying and cleaning the process equipment of fissile materials;

- step 3 : nondestructive decontamination of the internal ar.d external

equipment and cell surfaces, to allow access to the cells and

restricted areas;

- step C : local and aggressive decontamination, with possible partial dis-

mantling to increase decontamination efficiency in view of eli-

minating "hot spots" preventing the dismantling of the bulk of

the equipment by direct action; and

~ step 3 : final decontamination applied to dismantled pieces of equipment

in view of their storage. This step implico also the use of

mechanical decontamination means, i.e. sand blasting on the spot

or sending to the decontamination shops.

To-day, steps A and B have boon successfully carried out and accecy to

all the cells o:' the- plant ia possible, allowing cither to at art dismantling

cr to apply s;cp C, as required in only a few cases (diccolvers, evaporators,
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e t c . ) . This situation has been reached in 18 months and has produced

about 100 m of intermediate level, liquid wastes to "be conditioned in the

some way that the stored, plant process wastes of the came activity level

will be handled.

The equipment dismantling (step C) has not actually started, but a

theoretical evaluation has been performed from extrapolating a study of

three typical process cells. The evaluation has been reviewed with some

details in the paper of reference (3). Decommissioning and associated

studies are currently in progress in the majority of the countries with

significant nuclear programmes. A summary of these studios and assessments

is presented in reference (2).

Conclusions and Recommendations

Until nov:, nuclear facilities have been essentially designed for oper-

ational safety and performance without much regard to their subsequent de-

corjsissioning. In spite of this situation, several facilities have been

successfully decontaminated and decommissioned, confirming the achievabil-

ity of the concept. However, in view of the projected development of nuc-

lear energy i:i the world, it appears necessary to minimize the complications

arising from the need to decaamission nuclear facilities on completion of

their operational life. To achieve this goal, the following actions seem

advisable :

« The general criteria, should be formulated by safety authorities, espe-

cially the prescribed limits of radioactivity for releasing áreas 'to "ur.-

restrictec use. On the basis of such ground rules the permitted activity

levels and access restrictions could be fixed for each individual facility.

Although authorities cannot be expected to issue detailed regulations at

the present time for actions to be carried out 20 to *!0 years from now,

the existence of ground rules would facilita-e the design and plar.r.irig to

be made now by the constructors and operators»

•- 'The extent to which a nuclear facility is to bo decommissioned at the end

of i"ts useful life should preferably be determined prior to its construc-

tion. Indeed, the dosigr. of the facility could accommodate tr.c repaired

provisions or at least optimize thorn loading to a reduction of the decon:-
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missioning costs. The extent of dccoriraissioning required nay vary with

facility and location; this is a potential criterion among those to be

considered for site selection, and public acceptance.

- Design features should be introduced so that decommissioning operations

can be performed in such a way that :

- the r;;-oosure of people in the facility and its vicinity is

kept as low as practicable;

- the ainount of activity of radioactive wastes is kept within

acceptable liaits; and

- the costs of deconniissioning is kept to a minimum.

As mentioned in reference (2) and verified by Surochcmic experience,

the following features should be taken into account from the decommissioning

point of view :

- components aná structures should bo so designed and arranged that :

- the site can ultimately be developed to its maximum poten-

tial despite the possible existence of deco~indssioned

structures;

- there is sufficient surrounding space to permit access with

transporting equipment, shielding or tools;

- suitable cells or cabins can be erected around then: to

restrict "he dispersion of radioactive material during

their dismantling and, if necessary, TO permit operations

at a lov;er pressure than in the surrounding atmosphère;

- bulky units can be removed using plant lifting devices or

external devices operating through the roof or openings in

the walls;

- contaminâted or activated parts can be cut off for removal;

example : detachable concrete layers on tne biological shield;

- they can be broken down into parts that are relatively light,

small and suitably shaped for transportation;

- suitable passages and openings are provided for removing then

fros the containment building;
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- ao many components as possible are removable and replaceable;

» "the formation of induced radionuclides with a long half-life,

such as nickel-63 and nickel-59 is minimized by the choice of

construction materials (this applies to reactors rather than

fuel reprocessing plants); and

- activation is kept to a minimum (also applies to reactors),

example : maxiraixe distance lictwccn thfi ntool reinforcement

of the concrete and the neutron flux source»

decontamination provisions are essential to achieve any of the antici-

pated decommissioning stages; they raust be as far as possible built

into the plant cells and components which also should be designed and

arranged -to facilitate decontamination.

The following decontamination provisions are advisable :

- incorporation of flushing devices for vessels and piping

systems;

- means for introducing and draining decontamination solutions

for piping systems and restricted areas such as cells, shielded

cubicles, etc.»», as well as for process vessels;

- ability to heat and agitate the decontamination solutions

where applicable; and

- documentation decribing actions of the possible chemicals to

be used as decontamination, reagents to select the nost efficient

conditions (temperature, contact-time, sequence of uses, e tc . . . ) ;

however this selection nnist also take into consideration the

necessity to proceed afterwards \jith the conditioning of the

decontarnination solutions as radioactive wastes»

A reliable documentation system must "be established and used to keep

up to date the records related to :

- construction drawings and modifications;

- spills and other accidental contamination from radioactive

material;

- location of cor.tamiriated areas within the facility; and

- location and inventory of radioactive waste burial or disposal

areas on the s i te .
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Dccoianissioning plans and procedures should be prepared in conjunction

with the design of the facility including estimates of the decommission

costSs In essence this means that the guidance, criteria or fecords out-

lined hereabove will have to be defined by responsible public authorities

to the best of their ability prior to the construction of the facility.

The responsibility for decommissioning must lie principally with the

operator of the plant. However, if at the end of the plant life-time it

was decided not to proceed with docoir-missioning, the operator could make

arrangements to transfer his responsibility to an undertaking which is

likely to exist beyond the life-time of the operating company. Such an

undertaking could lie with a governmental organisation or an industrial

contractor operating on behalf of public authorities, i«e« a waste operator.

Any decommissioned nuclear facility still under restrictions should

come under the continuing jurisdiction of a public authoritj' for security

and surveillance. The conditions in which the facility is to be turned

over to the public authority should be planned at the time the facility

is being constructed, preferably during its design»

The method by wnich the funds will be available for the decommission-

ing and surveillance in the post-decommissioned period should also be ar-

ranged prior to operating the facility.

The above enumeration emphasizes that decommissioning is a miltifa-

ceted problem in tnax it is affected by decisions made throughout the plan-

ning, construction and use of the plant. Ideally :

- the public authorities should formulate the general criteria, fix the

extent to which the facility is to be decommissioned, indicate where the

responsibilities for decommissioning and long term surveillance lie and

establish the rules for an adequate financing of tne decommissioning

operations and any subsequent surveillance requirements;

- the designers should incorporate features ensuring the decommissioning

as planned; and

- the operators snould ensure that their operations, and tne modifications

wnich they make, do not complicate the planned decommissioning.
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The diffuse nature of the decommissioning responsibilities at this

stage of their development, together with public concern regarding the ul-

timate disposition of nuclear facilities, leads us to recommend that i t

would be useful to have :

- A collected body of information pertinent to decommissioning

nuclear facil i t ies based on actual experience and practices to

the extent thoy cxirst for use by the nuclear industry and the

appropriate public authorities. This information could be col-

lected by national laboratories or preferrably by an internation-

al organization for international reference»

- The tiir.oly formulation, of guides, recommendations and standards

that arc internationally acceptable for decommissioning nuclear

facil i t ies.

- International co-operation and representation on actual decom-

missioning projects and the development of decommissioning

techniques and experience sir.ee the safe disposition of redun-

dant nuclear facilities i s , like the disposal of the radioactive

waste, an international concern and responsibility.
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